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India is a beautiful assortment of diversity reflected in our latestIndia is a beautiful assortment of diversity reflected in our latest
jewellery collection. This diversity is so rich and diverse that anjewellery collection. This diversity is so rich and diverse that an
attempt to capture it on a single platform was never made. Tistabeneattempt to capture it on a single platform was never made. Tistabene
is that sincere attempt by bunch of young insane guys and gals whois that sincere attempt by bunch of young insane guys and gals who
think this is possible now with the Internet.think this is possible now with the Internet.

Tistabene uses a marketplace model to capture the regional variationsTistabene uses a marketplace model to capture the regional variations
of India. We connect local artisans & designers directlyof India. We connect local artisans & designers directly
to Indian customers and thereby increase their livelihood, removeto Indian customers and thereby increase their livelihood, remove
middlemen, help them create/promote their brand and therebymiddlemen, help them create/promote their brand and thereby
preserve our culture, traditions and values.preserve our culture, traditions and values.

As they say starting Tistabene was fate, reaching out to artisans was aAs they say starting Tistabene was fate, reaching out to artisans was a
choice, but falling in love with the idea of India was beyond ourchoice, but falling in love with the idea of India was beyond our
control. Lets relive that old India together again.control. Lets relive that old India together again.
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For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/tistabene-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/tistabene-
best-artificial-jewellery-store-in-india-7855best-artificial-jewellery-store-in-india-7855
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